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BY Frances Button | EDITOR-IN-CHIEF

May Day!

    What a month!

    As you may or may not (snick) know, the Opening Line team runs the literary ‘zine in their 
spare time. This means that due to:

• a team member’s wedding
• another team member’s work promotion
• another team member’s holiday
• and another team member’s novel editing deadlines...

...we were all, understandably, feeling rather pressed against the wall in April. 

We were not deterred. Far from shouting ‘May Day!’ and running for the hills, we pulled together 
and got the job done. 

May Day is about teamwork. It’s Labour Day in America, and Beltane in the UK - the start of 
the summer and all the harvesting responsibility that goes with that. It’s a time of celebration in 
many countries, and a time when nature truly awakens all over the world. The stories and poems 
in this issue reflect that.

Yet, let us not forget that when someone shouts ‘May Day’, the first thing that springs to mind 
is that they need help. For this reason, we also have a special feature writer, Julie Hutchings, who  
explains in her own words what it means to be a Developmental Editor. When your novel-in-
progress needs pizazze and punch, you may find yourself flagging down such an elusive creature 
for their help.

This issue is also our antepenultimate monthly publication. As of August 1st, Opening Line will 
be taking submission for quarterly publications. Our schedule and themes will be available in the 
next issue.

Happy reading!
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M’aidez! M’aidez!
There’s always Developmental Editing

BY Julie Hutchings | Guest Feature Writer

“It’s lIke holdIng onto wet bars 
of soap… to get that level of 
tIghtness and densIty where every 
word matters.” 

 
– Henry rollins

The freshness of life is everywhere all of a sudden, 
and if you’re anything like me it means you want 
to tidy up everything. EVERYTHING YOU CAN 
FIND. For a lot of writers this is the time you now 
feel ready to live again; winter is hard on so many 
of us. We all reinvigorate the same way--writing.

You’re possibly not up to opening that book you’ve 
been working on for what feels like years, but was 
probably only a few months. It feels stale, like so 
much more work than you’re capable of fixing, like 
a map turned inside out that you don’t know you 
care to set straight.

What’s worse is you don’t know if this thing you 
wrote can be set straight. You’re feeling like it’s 
worth nothing at all. Or you’re intensely excited 
about digging into it and when you do, you find 
that it’s less wonderful than you remembered. The 
doldrums of winter seep into your head again, and 
you remember how depressing it was. It seems to 
have shown up all over your book.

I specialize in developmental editing. I’m the one 
who gets to dig deeper and make that book that’s 
in your head come across on paper the way you 
want it to sound. Clients give me this “hunk of 
crap,” or their “stupid, monkey-brained novel,” 
or “this thing that still doesn’t make sense on the 
10th draft,” and they ask me if I think it’s worth 
anything. I get that question more often than I 
like. 

Is It worth It?
First of all, your book is worth it. 

Whatever atrocities you may find inside, I guarantee 
you they aren’t as life-threatening as you think. You 
made it, therefore it is worth it! That book is a 
thing that never existed before you brought it into 
being. There are millions of people who can’t put 
their thoughts into words.

You made up people, their lives, 
their world, their struggles 
and growths, the beginning, 
middle and end of all or it.

...then you put it onto paper and think it’s crap?

____

The reason I’m so passionate about developmental 
editing is because I get to read the thing you created 
and see what you wanted it to be in three particular 
ways:

1. YOUR VOICE. 

I get to draw out your singular voice, the thing 
that makes your work yours, and highlight it 
so that when a reader picks it up they can say, 
“That’s Author Authorton! I’d know that writing 
anywhere!”
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a developmental edItor worth 
theIr salt can fInd one mInute 

Item In your work and exploIt It 
to carry the rest of the book, 
buIld the garden around that 

one strIkIng flower. 

I’m not just trying to brag about the fun stuff I get 
to do. What I want you to get from this is that of all 
the many elements of your novel, the thing you’ve 
made from scratch, there is always something that 
stands out. One character, a particularly unusual 
subplot, the way you turn a phrase on its head…. 

There is always a jewel under the dust. Never think 
your work isn’t worth something. A developmental 
editor worth their salt can find one minute item 
in your work and exploit it to carry the rest of the 
book, build the garden around that one striking 
flower. It’s your job to release your creation.

There is also the writer who has worked so 
extensively on their book that they don’t think an 
editor could possibly add anything else. You might 
be right, though I’ve never found as an author 
and editor myself that my own books don’t need 
another professional eye. There’s something to be 
learned from everyone’s perspective, of course. But 
you’re a writer—you already knew that. 

One thing an editor does for your book that you 
rather cannot do is they can focus on it objectively. 
They want to fall in love with it. And if they don’t, 
they want to find the glitch that’s holding it back 
and make that thing go the way you wanted it to in 
the first place. They want to give you their unbiased 
opinion on how your book can be not better, but 
richer. Because your novel may be an amazing read 
already, but a developmental editor’s job is to give 
it meaning. To make sure your characters are given 
enough credit. 

know that your book Is someone 
else’s passIon, too.

It’s my pleasure to help you show your character 
in the cracks where nothing showed before. It’s 
incredibly rewarding to take the description of,- say, 
the restaurant your character frequents and make it 
speak to the reader about the character themselves. 

2. YOUR STORY.

One of my favorite things to do is to take your 
story, and enhance the themes you’ve touched 
upon, make your descriptions have meaning 
to the bigger picture, make your conversations 
active and intriguing, intensify everything so 
your story is as strong, complex and vivid as 
your imagination.

3. YOUR CHARACTERS.

Oh, it doesn’t get better than this. 

Your story can be as full of holes as Swiss cheese, 
but if you’ve got a character that makes me feel, 
any story element can be molded to something 
that serves them. 

There is nothing I love more than taking a 
character and helping you bring out the qualities 
in them that make the story happen. I have the 
extreme privilege of more or less psychologically 
examining your characters while simultaneously 
making friends with them. 

The most amazing thing about characters you’ve 
created is that no matter what issues may happen 
in the rest of the story, your characters can never 
be wrong. Your character can do something that 
you’d say they would never do, and that’s okay—
real people do that. Your characters can say one 
thing and do the opposite over and over. Your 
characters can be unlikeable, shallow…..and I 
get to find out why. I get to analyze them, find 
out all their reasons, make all the things that you 
think you screwed up about them become their 
strongest and most compelling traits.
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A developmental editor will get overexcited, for 
instance, about how much fun they have making 
every single word count towards something bigger 
and realize that the article they were writing “not to 
brag” is exactly that.
What I mean to say is that developmental editors 
are intensely involved readers and often wildly 
voracious writers that are enthused to read your 
book already, and appreciate you trusting them 
with it. That kind of second voice behind your 
work can do nothing but good, and can only be a 
learning experience for both of you.

So take a breath of fresh air. Pick that book up 
on its fifth perfect draft or its first, barely finished 
grizzled draft, and know that there are people who 
can help you make it sing no matter what state it’s 
in. People who want to see your book on a shelf, if 
for no other selfish reason than to say, “I know that 
character as well as my best friend.” After all, books 
are our best friends in the dismal winter, and our 
inspiration when the days are filled with promise. 
Know that your book is someone else’s passion, too.

Julie Hutchings is a 
Developmental Editor and 

an author of Urban Fantasy/
Horror novels, including 

‘Running Home’ and ‘Running 
Away’.

If you are interested in 
finding out more about 
Developmental Editing 

services, click on the link 
below.

Check out UNDEADITING for all your D.E. needs.

http://deadlyeverafter.com/undeaditing/
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   As everyone who has ever read a story knows, 
there are three basic stages of a book:

• a begInnIng
• a mIddle
• an end.

Yet for those writing the books, plot is a lot trickier 
than these three simple steps, especially if you look 
at it as a whole.

Sometimes there are too many story threads to 
hold up and you don’t have enough hands. I’ve 
tangled myself in my own weaving more than once, 
which is why I’ve decided to share my method of 
‘breaking it down’.

To help demonstrate the different stages of plot 
(main and 1 subplot), I’m going to tell a silly  
adventure story. Please bear with me, I will literally 
making the story up as I go along.

N.B. This template won’t be applicable to all stories, but should 
act as a decent guideline from which to work. After all, a plot is 
a story’s structure, not its heart.

Okay, so we have a basic character(s) and a vague 
story idea.

character(s): Dave and Susan
story Idea: A couple are walking down the street.

step 1: Introduce the maIn story goal/quest. 

Dave and Susan were walking down the street. The 
bus only comes once an hour in their village and it 
was due any minute. They had to get on that bus, 
or they’d be late.

step 2: Introduce conflIct

Dave and Susan were walking to the bus stop. They 
found their way blocked by a giant, man-eating rat.

step 3: characters create a plan to defeat 
conflIct. (Remember their strengths and weaknesses).

Dave is afraid of giant man-eating rats, and this 
one is over nine foot tall. He is, however, incredibly 
strong and imaginative.

Susan is not afraid of giant man-eating rats but she 
is very short. She is carrying a knife and knows 
how to use it, because she’s a practical kind of girl.
Dave comes up with the idea of making a pole-
vault. Using his incredible strength, he will snap a 
long bough from a nearby tree and fashion it into 
a long pole that Susan can use.

Whilst he does this, Susan will defend their territory 
with the knife. One he’s done, Susan will jump on 
top of the rat using the pole and kill it.PART ONE: 

THE BEGINNING
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step 4: the journey begIns/conflIct vs. heroes

Dave successfully fashions a pole out of a broken 
tree and Susan, meanwhile, is also successfully 
keeping the giant man-eating rat at bay with her 
knife.

Once the pole is complete, she tucks her knife in 
her belt and takes hold of the pole. She runs, she 
jumps…

step 5: thwarted! the short-term goal Is 
unsuccessful. 

… just as the giant man-eating rat lunges forward. 
Susan misses the rat completely and falls to the 
ground like a stone. By the time she recovers, she 
turns to see the giant man-eating rat swallowing 
Dave whole. He was left without the knife as Susan 
took it with her, so he was completely vulnerable. 
Bad planning, Susan.

NOTE: Steps 3-5 can be repeated several times to raise the stakes 
of the plot. Remember that these are short-term goals and can 
be different each time. Sub-plots can be linked to new ways of 
thwarting/creating conflict. 

step 6: reactIon/reflectIon/a new hope

Susan is upset that her husband has been eaten alive.
Dave is probably more upset. He valiantly tries not 
to be digested.

Susan hears noises from inside the giant-man eating 
rat and realises that Dave is alive. The man-eating 
rat turns on her. Susan no longer has the pole 
because it broke, so has to think fast.

NOTE: This is where sub-plots can come into play. For example, 
Susan could be pregnant with Dave’s baby and not have told 
him yet. 

 

step 7: the quest begIns anew

Susan still has the knife. She decides that she’s 
going to also be swallowed whole and cut herself 
and Dave out from the inside.

Susan walks up to the giant rat and begins shouting 
at it, trying to anger it. She’s hoping it will swallow 
her whole. The rat, being hungry, kindly obliges 
Susan and swallows her whole.

step 8: the showdown/pIvotal moment

Note: This is another place ‘thwarted’ can come into play. For 
instance, Susan could drop the knife in the stomach acid and 
Dave might dive down to retrieve it.

Susan crashes into Dave, who was stuck in the rat’s 
throat, and they both skid down into the big pool 
of stomach acid.

Reunited, Susan tells Dave that she’s pregnant with 
his baby. This gives them both a higher purpose and 
the reason to live beyond their own survival.

Susan hands the knife to Dave. With his immense 
strength, he stands a better chance of killing the rat 
and breaking through the layers of skin and body 

PART TWO: 
THE MIDDLE

(Story Evolution)

PART THREE: 
THE END
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fat.

Dave is initially reluctant because he’s afraid of rats, 
but Susan points out that he’s already inside a rat’s 
stomach, so it’s probably time to face his fear.

step 9: conflIct Is resolved/quest completed

Dave successfully cuts through the giant rat’s layers 
and he and Susan escape with mild lacerations and 
several second degree burns.

Having spent so much time fighting and being 
eaten, Dave and Susan have missed the original bus 
but, by happy chance, they’re bang on time for the 
next one, so they don’t need to wait.

Dave and Susan get on the bus but both agree that, 
instead of going shopping, they’re going to go to 
the hospital. Probably wise.

step 10: reflectIon/reactIon/characters show 
evolutIon

Dave is going to get his life together and stop being 
such a scaredy-cat all the time. After all, if he’s 
going to be a father, he’ll need to be able to protect 
his child.

Susan is lost in thought about the giant man-eating 
rat. Where did it come from? Why was it there? 
Perhaps they should call the police. Susan decides 
that she needs to know more about what happened 
and resolves to investigate until she gets some 
answers.

step 11: resurgence of conflIct for clIffhanger

A laboratory. An evil genius sits, stroking a (normal 
sized) lab-rat. He was once dumped by Susan and 
harbours an amazingly unhealthy obsession with 
her. He bred the giant rat because he knew Dave 
was afraid of them. The first one failed, but it 
doesn’t matter. He has lots more.

____________

Now, I’m not saying you need to follow this plot 
template exactly. It is very basic and only touches 
on a main thread of a story. Depending on the story, 
the repetitive ‘short-term goals’ I’ve suggested may 
not be necessary; one short-term goal could suffice. 
There are sub-plots to be woven in at different stages 
too. The long-term story goal could even change in 
the process of your plot – it happens!

BONUS/OPTIONAL

 
If you would like to pen an 

article for Opening Line, 
we accept topical musings 

as well as short stories, 
poems, novel excerpts and 

illustrations.

Our next issue will be 
DREAMS

More details on  
www.openingline.org 

Please email: 
submissions@openingline.org

with your entry as an 
attachment.

   If you would like to hear more from K.F. Goodacre,  
             you can visit her website at  
                       www.kfgoodacre.com or  

                 follow her on Twitter @KFGoodacre

http://www.kfgoodacre.com
https://twitter.com/KFGoodacre
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BY C.A. Lund

For a Cherub, Such As the Boy

Let’s start with a mobile home. It sits next to a large lake which, by Minnesota standards, is only medium-
sized. In a place without lakes, this lake would be grand. In a place with lakes, it’s unremarkable.
It’s May.

The mobile home is a few years old. Corrugated aluminum. Attached three season porch, lakeside. 
Four steps to the first landing, turn right, six steps to the top. A breeze blows from the lake, as much, or 
more, as a drinker drinks, or a smoker smokes, which is a lot. Day after day, month after month, season 
after season, year after year, always a breeze: the kind that will drive you mad. Not a nice breeze, like the 
one that billows through the cotton fields of the antebellum south. A bitter breeze, like castor oil, that 
makes you cough and gag, sometimes smelling of fish guts and decay.

There are crayfish in the lake. A boy observes the crayfish, sitting on a red dock. The paint of the dock 
is bleached and worn. The boards are warm from the afternoon sun. The boy has blonde hair and big 
shoulders. He’s afraid of the crayfish, and their big pincers like devil claws, which is why he watches. He 
hates the way they walk along the bottom, like drunken men, stumbling from side to side. He wants to 
step on them, each of them, crushing them under a heavy rubber sole. He can’t. 

He’s three.

He spends his days on the dock, out of earshot from his mom, watching the crayfish colonize the 
bottom of the lake. He tries dropping stones, as big as he can carry, onto the crayfish, to kill them, and 
rid the world of their menace. The boy waits patiently for a crayfish to come close, close enough to drop 
the stone, dead on top. He knows enough about physics for this, but he misses each time. The crayfish 
shoot away at light speed the moment the stone breaches the surface of the water. 

The hunt continues, day after day, until the boy’s cheeks become rosy, brittle to the touch from sunburn, 
the days’ brightness reflecting tenfold off the surface of the lake. Mom stays in the house, stacking 
bottles in the laundry room. She switches empties for fulls, until they all become empties, at which time 
she screams and wails, shaking the corrugated siding and single pane windows. 

The boy comes to believe he is a general, defending the shores of his homeland from Poseidon’s invaders. 
The boy looks to the left and to the right, his chin pointing resolutely, like the generals he sees on TV, 
in the cartoons. He sees he has no army remaining to defend the homeland. He must do so alone and 
so, each day, after dawn, he returns to duty on the dock. He must venture farther and farther afoot to 
locate stones of suitable size for the defense. 

Once, returning from stone foraging, he sees one of the watery invaders on the shore, its shiny pincers 
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waving back and forth, to and fro, clamping shut and opening at random intervals, in random sequences, 
arms waving like a mad Mozart.  The boy drops his stones at his feet, fear grabbing hold of him, the 
crayfish turning towards him, instead of scuttling away. It’s supposed to scuttle away, the boy thinks, 
hoping the crayfish will realize its mistake.

The boy looks to his left, regress blocked by the useless boathouse, six full feet from the water’s edge. 
On his right, waves lap against the shore, reaching toward his sunburned toes, threatening to swamp 
him, or, worse yet, drag him to a watery grave. The choice is not easy, but it’s clear: forward into direct 
confrontation with the brave freshwater crustacean, with honor, to defend the homeland, likely, to the 
death. The mother unit will not hear the battle cries. She will not come. He is on his own, his first real-
world test. 

The boy is independent, by want, drive, nature, and necessity. He feeds himself, morning and night. 
The mother unit keeps the lower cupboards stocked, with boxes of this and cans of that, enough for a 
fortnight, if the boy rationed wisely, which he does by nature’s design. Nature prizes virtue, as does the 
boy. 

The crayfish ambles forward, walking confidently now, on its tippy-toes, or tippy-tentacles, whatever 
those things are. The boy does not know; there is no internet. The crawdad does not stumble forward. 
He charges like a death knight, straight at the boy, its beady black eyes zeroed in on the boy’s bare toes. 

The boy does not panic. He almost does. He feels panic inside of himself, as soon as the crayfish began 
its bolt forward. He feels fear, blood rushing to his face, his head pounding, just like the time grandma 
threw him naked and screaming from the end of the dock, into the bitter deep water, to sink or swim, the 
way of the world, as she saw it. The boy freezes, but only for a moment, then he lifts his muddy bare foot 
in anger, the blood in his face boiling over into anger. He lifts his foot high over the crayfish, taking great 
and careful aim, the boy realizing his mammoth advantage. 

The crayfish stops at this unexpected show of aggression. You can see, in his gait and swagger, he’s not 
quite so sure anymore; more tentative. Okay, now it’s pleading, and heading in the other direction.

The boy sees the crayfish in retreat, quickly slipping out of range. The boy makes a last ditch effort - foot 
raised - honor must be pleased, the challenge accepted. He brings his foot down hard and sure, aimed 
squarely between the shoulder blades of the scampering crustacean. Smack! The boy’s foot hits the soft 
dirt and silt at the edge of the shore, sending little bits of debris in all directions, but no invader bones.

The crayfish is fast making his way towards the water, his freedom and good health assured once he 
reaches the watery depths, unless, of course, the boy is carrying a frag grenade, which he’s not. His parents 
are pacifists, fleeing the draft for just another war. They would not approve of fragmentary grenades, not 
even for defense of the homeland. It’s lucky for this crayfish, and all the others, buried in the mud and 
silt, just out of sight, waiting, ever so patiently, for just the right time to rise, and attack, slithering from 
the depths, to take the shoreland first, and then beyond. 

Nobody knows this, because nobody’s taken the time to find out, but the crayfish have a prophecy, from 
the old times. An ancient prophecy, handed down from the times of dinosaurs, that says, one shall lead 
them to arise, and cast off the shackles of bondage, free of the water, to save the earth, and they wait, each 
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and every one of them, through season after season, for the one to arise and call out the signal, to cast the 
infidels back to a watery grave.

The boy looks around, in a different kind of panic now, a panic because his prey is fast getting away. The 
invader must be stopped, and made to be an example for any of those who may think to challenge the 
homeland; the shoreline upon which the mobile home sits. Death must be the punishment, to deter all 
those others who think to step forward. Best not, or you may find your carapace on a skewer.

The boy locates a stick, already sharpened to a point by many seasons adrift. He grabs the stick deftly and 
raises it like a spear. The crayfish just reaches the edge of the water, the little ripples of waves, remnants 
of the real ones that are rolling in. The boys thrusts the two-pronged stick through the crawfish’s armor, 
piercing the creature through the heart and the fleshy tail. 

My aim is true, the boy says to himself, in heroic images that flash brilliantly behind his eyes. The crawfish 
does not squirm, its demise immediate and gracious, as it was meant to be, obviously be, with a cherub, 
such as the boy. 
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BY Charles Souby

Maypole Madness

They burned their own flag. Crazy and sick, the children screamed like witnesses at the Salem Witchcraft 
Trials.
”We’re done with you,” they shouted one grey morning in Appleton. “We’re done with your money and 
your complacent ignorance.”

They had guns and knives. Twelve-year-old Tommy Talbot was their leader. “A sociopath,” was what the 
doctors said; “A sicko,” was what all his classmates said …until… everything came to the brink.

Tommy led the children into their own homes while their parents were off at work. One by one, they 
broke into their daddies’ arsenals, grabbing weapons that the families proudly owned in the name of 
“Freedom”.

Tommy had already raided his father’s gun trunk in the basement. He hacked the padlock off with the 
metal cutter that hung above the tool table. How stupid, he thought, to padlock a trunk and then leave 
a tool to open it twenty feet away.

He also thought Father was stupid to molest his own son and then leave him alive to even the score. But 
Father thought he was mentally crippled; too damaged to ever harm anyone.

Father didn’t know that Tommy was a different person when he was away from home. Tommy’s teachers 
would constantly warn the old man that the boy was a “ticking time bomb,” but that only made Father 
laugh. Sometimes when he was touching Tommy, he’d say, “Are you a ticking time bomb, boy? No, I 
didn’t think so.”
On this epic morning the timer was set to go off. 

The school Principal and his staff were frantically on the phone trying to contact parents.

“Where are your children?” they asked. “Why isn’t anyone at school today?”

It was the great Day of Reckoning. Jesus said it would come – children rising up against their parents 
– a new order was set to begin. Far and wide, across the nation, angry kids would remember what 
happened in the town of Appleton. They too would rise up in insane defiance; nothing of the old 
regime would be left standing.

Before a shot was fired, they tossed Molotov cocktails through the windows of their parents’ homes. 
Tommy taught the children how to make them as, one by one, the suburban houses burned in Satanic 
richness.

warnIng: vIolence and abuse references
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“The insurance companies will pay out and the banks will refinance,” he yelled over the roar of the first 
burning house. “But then we’ll torch ‘em again and we’ll keep on doing it ‘til the banks and insurance 
companies go broke!” The children roared their approval as they danced from burning home to burning 
home in maypole madness.

“They want a toxic environment?” Tommy screamed. “We’ll give ‘em a toxic environment. Suburbs ablaze 
across the nation! They’ll have to kill us all, kill their own children – Johnny and Jimmy and Suzy and 
Kay.” He raised his fist in angry defiance. “If they want their sick little world back, it‘ll be over our dead 
young bodies.”

At high noon, the children arrived in the Appleton town square like little minutemen militia. From first 
grade to eighth they carried holstered guns on their sides and rifles up to their shoulders. 

Tommy had a handheld rocket launcher from Daddy’s arsenal. 
“Let the first shot be echoed around the world.” 

He fired a rocket through the window of the local bank.

The children shouted hurrahs in prepubescent mania as the rocket exploded and fire and shrapnel burst 
out through the doors and window of the bank. 

People poured out onto the street screaming “terrorists” until they saw their own sons and daughters with 
rifles and bayonets.

The roar of sirens could be heard in the distance. Five police cars screeched in front of the town square 
and officers piled out with their heads low, protected by the sidings of their car doors. And then, around 
the corner came an armored SWAT wagon with a machine gun turret on top. 

The Mayor appeared on the sidewalk with a megaphone calling out, “What is it that you want?”
“We want nothing!” screamed Tommy. “You have nothing to give us but this fucked up world filled 
with war and exploitation and lies. Children lay in poverty across the globe, while your filthy-rich, swine 
leaders speak treatises on how everything must be this way on the road to prosperity.
“They say, ‘we’ll share our wealth with you as soon as you give us just a little bit more and work just a little 
bit harder.’ Like greedy, dope-pushing junkies, they promise us the world just as soon as we give ‘em the 
shirts off our backs.
“And we’re done with economic collapse and global debt and shithole schools and Arab scapegoats. The 
war on terror is a war on us! And the Mexicans; let’s blame it all on the Mexican – poor migrants who just 
want a plate of food for their children.”
The town’s Presbyterian minister grabbed the megaphone and appealed to Tommy. “Tommy, it’s me, 
Reverend Arnold. You can talk to me.”

But Tommy had tried to talk to him to no avail. Tommy had visited him several times. “Daddy touches 
me,” he would say. 

The minister had told Tommy to buck up. “You’ll never get anywhere with talk like that.”
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Parents lined the sidewalks behind the principal across the street calling out to their children, “Please, 
please, stop this madness. Come home. You’re too young to understand.”

The children picked rocks up off the ground and started throwing them at their moms and dads. A police 
captain grabbed the principal’s megaphone and yelled, “You kids need to disperse now or we will begin 
firing.”

The parents screamed, “No! No! It’s our children! Johnny and Jimmy and Suzy and Kay.”

At Tommy’s mark, the children pulled the rifles off their shoulders and aimed them at the police cars. 
The policeman with the megaphone shouted, “This is your last warning.” An officer in an armored vest 
appeared from the roof of the SWAT wagon, placing himself behind the shield of the machine gun turret.
Tommy yelled, “Fire!” and the young militia let go their first shots at the police.

The megaphone man yelled, “Fire!” and the policeman in the turret and the other officers hidden behind 
their open car doors began shooting.

They shot and they shot and they shot while the parents on the sidewalk screamed. After a minute and a 
half of firing, a hundred children lay dead in a pile in the town square. 

Never before in the nation had there been a slaughter like this. At the memorial, blood tears were cried. 
Tommy Talbot was held the culprit.

“Nobody, and I mean nobody – none of the children – would ever – could ever – think up such horror 
on their own,” said the Reverend Arnold. He presided at the event in the still bloodstained town square. 
Tommy’s father stepped up to the pulpit and apologized to the town for having a sick and rotten child.

As the proceeding was going on, militias of children were arming themselves across the nation. Soon they 
would be out on the streets ready to die for Tommy Talbot’s cause. If moms and dads throughout the 
country wanted a sick world, that sick world would die with them. There would be no new generation to 
carry it on.
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Esurient anglers lie in wait by
rocks along river banks where the hawthorn

blossoms bloom each spring. Mayflowers witness
hosts of dupable Mayflies emerge from
subaquatic schools of slime, rise above
water’s surface to jazz in May’s mid-air, 
then sleep forever as their spawn return

to the river’s lab of muck and mire.
 

Like the ephemeral May-day Mayfly’s
spinning dance of death, spring-loaded scholars

graduate from schools like trout, are pursued
and swallowed by society’s alpha

anglers, then digested into mainstream
society to consume and re-cycle.

by John Sweeder

May Day Mayflies

 https://jsweeder.wordpress.com/

https://jsweeder.wordpress.com/
https://www.facebook.com/sweeder
https://twitter.com/jsweeder
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He stood in the doorway, 
his face pale and dirty.
Stubbly beard, hair glued with sweat to his brow.
He remembered the Godfather 
standing before the five families after the wars;
“How did we let things get so bad?”

His studio was the war zone, 
clothes piled high on the floor, 
unwashed for many weeks. 
He was wearing the cleanest of the dirties, 
picked off the floor that morning.  
A shirt was covered in cigarette burns; the couch 
too; 
the sheets of his bed in a wrinkled mess with
months of grime pasted into the cotton.
Baseboard paint peeled, plaster hanging from the 
ceiling.
The radiator clicked mindlessly
like the demons in his head.

In the kitchen on the mud stained floor:
a plastic garbage bag 
filled with empty bottles; 
Royal Gate Vodka – the gate he had entered 
to feel this sick and lonely.
The Venetian blinds were warped and melted 
from 

the time the stove caught on fire when he 
was trying to… trying to…
he couldn’t remember what he was trying to do.
Blackout.
He stumbled to the bed. Laid down.
Curled up in a quivering ball, broke and sick.
He reached for the phone on his night table
frantically shaking, dialing numbers.
He heard the phone ringing and ringing 
and finally someone picked up.

“Hello?”

There was silence for a frozen day.
Then he heard himself say, 
“Don, will you come get me?
“I can’t go on like this anymore – I’m finished…”

by Charles Souby

May Day
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Next Month’s Theme:

DREAMS

Prophetic dreams, nightmares, ambitions, hopeless follies...

This month, we want stories about and involving dreams. We all have 
them, whichever definition you choose to follow. 

What’s your dream?

Our submission inbox 
(submissions@openingline.org) 

is open NOW and
our deadline is 25th May 2015.

Happy submitting! 
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